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Using the technique of perturbed angular correlations, 

152the rotation of the l} + J66 1rnV srn level and the rotation 

152of the 2 + J4l.r keV Gd level was observed. 'rhese nuclei 

were the daughter nuclei of 152Eu, present in the europium 

gacloliniuri and europiu:n - holmiurc. alloys which were 

commercially obtained (europium concentration was about 1,;t 

in both alloys). Anomalously low fields were obtained for 
152 

Gd in gadolinium and in the holmium which raised doubts 

as to the homogeneity of the alloys. 

Samples of the alloys were analysed metallurgically. 

After chemical treatment and microscopic examination the 

presence of inclusions was detected. Electron microprobe 

examinations indicated that the inclusions were euro1)iu:n. 

The- metallurgical analysis confirmed the doubts raised by 

the nuclear experiments showing that the two methods can 

be employed complenentarily for alloy analysis. 
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c:-:APT0R I 

INTRCDuc·rr C·l 

The study of perturbations in angular correlations 

has proven to be a useful tool in studying various aspects 

of nuclear properties and the nuclear environrr.ent. A direc

tional correlation can be perturbed by the interaction be

tween the nucleus and its environrr..ent during the time inter

val between the for~ation and decay of the intermediate 

states of a nuclear garrn:ia ray cascade. The nuclear nae;netic 

and electric mo~ents interact with the local-magnetic field 

and the electric field 0radient. 

The technique of pert-u.rbed angular correlations has 

had its most frequent application in determining the magnetic 

mo~ents of excited nuclear states. Recently the method has 

found application as a probe of the nuclear enviro::.c.tnent. In 

particular this may t~ze the for~ of a study of ferromag~etic 

properties of the host or studies of electric field gradients 

or other pro_oerties i;·;;hich il-i_fluence the angular correlation. 

Six of the rare earth metals; gadolinim:i, terbium, 

dysprosium, !lolrc.iun, erbium and thuliun; exhibit ferromagnetic 

properties at low tenperatures. The internal fields at the 

nuclei in ferromagnetic rare earth metals range from O.J to 

9 megagauss. These values are within the range appropriate 

for utilizing the technique of perturbed angule.r correlations. 

1 
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believed to be nEinly due to the 4f electrons. 'rhus any var

iation of ~as~etic field o~ a nucleus with different neigh-

courj_~,i~ rare ea:rth:c', CO')ld ;yield infor;,:ation about the basic 

interaction lD rare earth ma3netis~. A systeEatic study was 

initiated into the varlstio~ of internal ~aGnetic field with 

t~1e co1J.rse of the i~vestization the enphasis 

niques as a pro~e of the effective sas~etic field on a rare 

earth nl1clel;_s in ox: "aJ_lcJ" to deter:'~i:r:e if the allo~r is 

truly hoTogereous. These ox~eri2ents ~ere done in 1% alloys 

of europium 1~ sadoli~luo and ~ol~iu~. The daughter nuclei 

of "probes". by 

th 8 8'8JE1:',.8.. cc~scs.. cl.ss a value for the average cagnetic field 

acti~; on the nuclei ca~ be deterni~ed. As the nagnetic 

field vs.ri es \Ii th tl-:: e s1ffrouLdin_;;;s of the nucleus observed, 

then the averace ~2s~etic field can yield an estimate of the 

amount of europiu2 i~ a ~rnno~e~eous solid solution with 

gado1 i rj_ u:;1 e.~1{_ 1' ol;-r:i Ui~~.• 



Gamma rays belonr-z;ing to the so,:se cascade of a given 

nucleus exhibit a directional correlation. This correlation 

can be perturbed. by the effect of the interactions bet~·:·een 

the nucleus 9cncl its envi:r.onr:1ent, -while the nucleus is in 

the excited intermediate level of the cascade, These inter

actions bet1·;reen a nucleus ancl its environme'.1t cause the 

nucleus to precess, analogous to the case of a force acting 

upon a. gyrosco:.'Je, and i;1 the ex':lm:i:nent t:1e -precession of 

the nucleus while in the intermediate level is observed in

directly. In this chanter a no~-risorous develonment of 

di:cectional co:-::reJ.ations and yertu:rbed_ 2.nsula.r cor:celatio:1s 

·will be f 01.lo~,1ed by a descri -otion of l'are eo.1'th rn.agnetisu. 

1·. Pert l1:C1J e::1.-_ li..n~-£1)~::~1' ~:;c)I1 :C els.. ti 0:1s 

The discussio~ of angular correlation theory an1 

pe:cturbed angular correlation. tneo17 below, follo·:rs the 

theory as developed by R.N. Steffen and 3, Fraue~felier 

(1965). 

In general the a~gle between the nuclear spin axis 

and the direction of e~ission of a particle by a radioactive 

nucleus 1eterraines the ~robability of that emission. As 

the nuclei usually have a ran-lorn orientnt1.on the angul'.3.:c.' 

distribution becor1es isotropic, Eoweve:r, a non-:r.·andom 
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array of nuclei can be achieved by a strong magnetic field, 

electric field gradient or choosing nuclei whose spins lie 

in a preferred direction. The last case can be achieved if 

a nucleus decays by successive emission of two radiations 

R1 and R2 • The observation of R1 in a fixed direction se

lects a non-random subset of possible nuclear orientations 

from the random array. Thus R2 may have a :iefinite direc

tional correlation with respect to R1 • 

Consider the emission of gam:na ray f 1 between pure 

nuclear states Ii' mi and I,m where is characterized byY1 

the angular monentum quantum number and magnetic quantumL1 

member 111 • In order to conserve angular momentum Ii= I+ 1 1 

and mi = m + H1 , 

Each component mi ~m between specific magnetic sub

1states possess a characteristic angular distribution F
1

(¢)A., 
with respect to the quantization axis, in1epend.ent of Ii and I. 

This directional distribution is fou-:id by calculating the en

ergy flow (Poynting vector) as a function of angle for the 

multipole radiations involved. As the various E components 

of the gamma rays are usually not resolved one sees the dis

tribution FL (¢), where FL (¢) o<. :E. P(mi) G(mim) P H1 <¢> 
1 mFn Li 

.P(mi) is the relative population of sublevel mi and G(mim) 

is the probabiillty of the transition rn1 -+ m. 

i. e. G ( m1 , m) ~ <. Im=.:
1 

1.:1 I Iim1 ) 
2 

• 

As the distribution H(9) for the 

must be independent of the choice of the z direction, this 
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allows a simplification by choosing k1' the direction of pro

pagation of r1, parallel to the z direction. A photon can 

only have an angular momentum component of +- h along its dir

ection of motion when it propagates in a definite direction. 

Thus if one assumes an equal population of levels 

and 5
2 

W(8)o<. ( g). 

This summation is incoherent as the result of the selection 

+rule H == m1 - m == - 1 • 

The above development suffers from three shortcomings: 

it is not rigorous, contains tedious sums over unobserved quan

tum numbers and applies only to the directional correlation of 

two pure gam.ma rays emitted by free and unpolarized nuclei. 

In typical cases the initial radiation can be of mixed multi-

pole character and only the statistical population of the 

intermediate and final states have been determined, Also the 

nuclei are not free and unpolarized but are subject to en

vironm~ntal effects which introduce perturbations, These 

perturbations can change the relative populations of the sub-

states of the intermediate level between the time of decay in

to and out of the intermediate level, This statistical en

semble of nuclei can be handled by employing the density 

matrix formalism. 

The eigenfunctions of the radiation emitted in a 

direction k with a spin o- can be denoted as ( l~<r I LE 1T) 

corresponding to the eigenvalues L, M, Tf of the operators 



for angular momentum, the z Gomponent of angular momentum and 

parity respectively. 

Making use of the density distribution e (k1 ), which 

describes the end product of the first transition, as well as, 

representing the rearrangement of the intermediate state while 

exuosed to an extranuclear perturbation, one obtains for the 

transition Ii -+ I 

<m Ie (k° ) Im'> = s _2- • <m IJJ- 1 / 2. > < r:i . \ e 1 m.'> ~ m' \ 111\ rr . '> -:~1 1 l'limi 	 i 1 1 1 1 

e (k1) is the density clistribution of the intermediate level, 


represents the sum over unobserved radiation properties,
s 1 

and )f1 is the operator inducing the transition. 

Thus 

- - 1 '<:Llr le 0=1, 1:2) 11f >= s 1s 2 	~ • , <mf \ ~I :n) <n \ fli \mi) x 

mi:ni 


If the states are selected so that the density matrix is di

agonal then 

(m'le !!11) = ,_, [ • 
~m Ilill 

Thus 

'·l (lr" 1,. ) 
~·1 '·''2 

but 

I 
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<J>-.1'".::1:., ,,,_, > <:: \\ L11 H =1·)- ~ 

<,_ ,.... ,.,.> 
~ Cl ~.o.''. I l 

the:i 

L -
7 


~ !·p ( -• ir) is the rotation matrix describing t~e X'O

<_.j 1~ ~ 

( .LL Ii, i.sinto the coorii~a~e systen of the raiiatlon ani +m ...LI 
i.!..:. .·.-~Li 

-::- I t t 1 

('.)o- \:,r rr > 
: T t,_.... 
-~ .Ll .. ) •(where 'y-p- '"C Rl'e .:L. nsl" J- j sy:-:Tols 
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' ' ~:- ' 
x <I ll '::c1 IT 1 11 Ii) x Ck 't" 1 ( L1 L1 ) x 

is a :·lig:ner 6-j symbol • 

The rotation ~2 ~k1, carries the coordinate system of the 

second radiation into t~at of the first. 

As the co:rrelation function nust be independent of the 

angle of rotation about the directions of propol;ation '[' == '!21 
k= O. Thus the representations ~ become Leeendre polynomials. 

Therefore 

where 

x 

and. 

' - ' A k(LzL2 IfI) 

A perturbation, described by the Hamiltonian K, is now assu::i.ed 

to act f:r:om the time of the first emission, Yi, until the Ern

conri emission, Y • 'I'he form of ~-J(J\: 1 ,k2 ) given in equation
2 

1 is employed. The interaction E results in states lilla) 

evolvins to different states The perturbed correla

http:assu::i.ed
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tion can then be ez~ressed as 

<mf I ~ /\ (t ) I ma ) · ( 7"::a \ }:/ 1 Irec ) x 


x (mf I fa!
2 

/\( t) Ima') ;~ ( rr.a 'I 'JI
1 
I~ ) * 


where /\ (t) is the evolution oueratol' an=l 

similarly for /\ (t) ha') . 


As /\(t) satisfies the Schroi.en.ser Equation 


A (t) exp ( i st l ·~ ( t ' ) dt ' )= -;ri 
0 

for a 	 time 'iepend.ent K. 

i
/\ (t) exp K t= 	 - 1'i 

if K is time independent. 

Therefore 

x 

Employing definitions of Ak' expressions for the 

density matrix and snerical harmonics. 
1

"'T ·.: - - L. 	 r: ''1 ,. 2 ( )H(k1 k2t) ::: 	 lr ir A1 ( 1 ) A
1

r { 2) u 1 _ ,_ t [<21,1+ 1) (2:r:2 + 1))0 

x 
"'.~1 ~-~2 .rC1 .r"2 ''1 l>-2 
~1~2 

~ -·2 
x v ( 8111 ) .:.. ( 829'2)

ki k2 

See :Z.'igure II-1 for angle definitions 

where 

GNl Nz 2: + m,., + mb 
1 

( t) 	 (- )2I
klk2 = L.rJ.affib 	 [ ( 2lc1 + 1) (2k2 + 1)J2 x 



Fig. II-1. Angular coordinates of the propagation 

direction k 1 and 1c2 • Z corresponds to the direction 

of the external field •. 
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I I I Ik1 k2 
x ( .. ) 'T ) x( ' ;,,2m a -ma .dl mb . -mb 

') ~;.x <'10 t /\ (t) L\,,> ( T:tb I \ /\ ( t ) \ n~ a 

In the case of static interactions 

. If the syn:.metry axis of the interaction is chosen parallel 

to z 
. I/ \ 

- ( l;•.lJ 
= e 

There is intrinsically a finite time resolution of 

coincidence circuits which are employed in cascade angular 

correlation measurements. Only the perturbation factos 

f\r \T 

c ~•1 ~·;2 ( t) de:pend on t~1e tiT.le t, therefore the tir[le integratel1.;:1,~2 
perturbation coefficients can be defined as 

S°f(t - :::') -t;~ dte 
0 

f (t - T) is t~e tiRe resnonse fu~ction of the syste~. 

t is time of acce~tance of the second radiation, and T is 

the delay of that channel. L is the mean life of the inter

mediate state'. 

If the l.1 esol'li!lG time of the ci1•cui t is rnuch longer 
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(t) 
.. t,0-

e ·~ dt 

0 

The ~Ia:::il tcnian describins the interaction betl'Jeen 

the nuclear caznetic ~omcnt u of the interuediate state and 

the nB,zpetic fielcl ~= 1<1ich is 9grallel to the axis 

'~~hus the e:ierc~Y ei.:;er:.valnes are I: - )'D . I 

l<"(ll II 
i:;;  -:1 l'J. 
~n + 1 - -'~·r:: - (~~- ---~~- = x 

..:..l~ 

This j_nter2,ctio~~ results in a :precessio::l of the nu

cleus 2.:~cut tl':e field c.irection Ht a freque:;;_c;y w w!1ier.. effec

tivel,y rotates the directional cor1~elE1,tion pattern by wt, 

1·rhere t is tne tj_111e elg:'._)sed betuecn t:-1e e~::.issio:::1 of t{le first 

and the seccnd sa~Da ray. Then the pattern is given by the 

time deuendent f orLl. 

(cos 8 - Wt) 

In the case of an interection between an electrostatic 

fi.eld grE>.client oxid. the eleetricaJ_ quadrupole :io:-r.ent 

T' = L L~ TT (-1)q_ 'T' (2) \f (2) 
q q 5 -q q 

(2) (2) 
~.'here ':' 8.YJd v are the tensor operators of the nu-

q q 

clear quadrupole rnonent and the classical external field gra

dient. 
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The interaction matrix is: 

Tl-le corventioral definition of the quadrupole Doinent 

is : eQ II IT ( 
2 

)I II )~ 4 ff< 
0 

If the field is axially syr:E1etric the interaction 

IIa..mi 1 t oriic;.11 1;ec oi:1es 

elerr:ents of 

(2) 

CJ1 v
TT .Lo zz 

Then the the interaction :natrix are 

diagonal. Therefore the quadrupole interaction ma.trix 

element can be sl1mm to be 

2
J:~1 - I(I+l) 

e Q. V-· lJ, -~(-2 ~ - 1 ) .l. l. -	 zz 

The qu~adru.~ole freqt1e~cy is uJ - 
q 41 (2I-i)·f; 

2 
Since the ener~y eicq_:envalues ~ de.·.oend upon rn they

,~, 	 m 

are doubly degenerate, unless r.: = o, so that the quacl:r-u.;_)ols 

rotations are insensitive to the direction of the magnetic 

field. Thus ~~en a Eagnetic field is the main perturbing 

interaction, the quadrupole effects reduce the anisotropy 

of the angular distribution. This is true in the cases 

discussed belm·J. ..:\.SW-~ >> w this leads to a ssearing 
.L q, 

out of the effects of the quadrupole interaction and the 

electrical and ca3netic interactions can then be treated 

individlially. 

2. 	 Leas1;.renent of the notation 

For analytical convenience the expression 

http:oriic;.11
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"(Q -:rt)·:; v, ... , = ~ 0 2n cos 2n ( 8- wt) 

will be used, which j_s equivalent to the form of i1(6,3,t) 

developed in an above section. 

In the actual experi:n.ents the resolving time of the 

apparatus was ::nuch lonz,er than the nean life 1:' of the inter

mediate state so that t~e time intesrate1 correlation was 

obse:rved.. 

Therefore 

r°:, -ti'['
.) - -vJ(8,E,t) d.t • 

0 

HerBafter W(S,~) = 
The above equation for 1.i(e,~-:) may be readily integrated to 

B 
2n 

give 1:l(e,~n = ~ l+( 2 n wl: )2 (cos 2n8+2nw1: sin 29). 

The an.c;ul8.l' co1·relation pattern is obt:?.ined i;·ri th no. 

An angle 9 
t 

is then chosen so that 

also where it is convenient to 

measure the coincidence rates. 'i'he coincid.ence rates are 
t 

then measure:i at the angle e in a magnetic field with the 

11 up 11di:rectio~1 of the field successively and udown". The 

experimentally determined quantity is 2 

Tf I T'T)R v'I ( 8 'fl - :,: ( e ' ' U)
where --· 

2 ,.,. ) = 
11(8 

1 
,E) + -J(e ' , - ....J. 

B 
2n I 

2n w'C" r:in 2nElI: ?' 

= 
n 1+(2n w"C)'-

"':J

-·2n 
~ cos 2ne' 
n 1+(2nuJt )2 
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If w1: .::::< 1 then 

H 

( 2)B. - [. 1 d"d{9~]
2= ':i(B) d.8 , 

e 
Thus the rotation depends on the g-value of the intermediate 

state, the field. E acting upon the nucleus and the mean life 

T of the interr:ied.iate level. 

3. 	 Effective Field at the '.,Tucleus 

The effective magnetic field acting at a nucleus may 

be 	considered to consist of a number of terms 

u P" -er
·"eff = -·mac + --hyp 

where is the macroscopic field acting throughout the 

crystal a~1d 'Ihyp is the field acting on the nucleus throuc;h 

the hyperfine interaction. 

Hmac consists of several ter:ns. It includes the ex

ternal magnetic field, the Lorentz field and the demagneti

zing field. £\nae is usually much less than the measured. ef

fective fiel:i. 

The HhYP is due to the Fermi contact interaction and 

the interaction of the nucleus with the magnetic dipole mo

ments of the electrons on the same atom. For the Fer~i con

tact interaction if no unpaired s-electrons exist but the 

outer s-electr'ons possess a net spin, then the core electrons 

can be polarized by the spin of the outer electrons to nro

duce a net spin density at the nucleus. The remainder of 

Hhyp consists of the dipole - dipole interaction betvrnen 
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nuclear and electron spins, the interaction between the nu

cleus and the unquenched part of the· orbital mor:,ent; and the 

cross terIT;S between the dipole - dipole interadtion and s~oin-

.orbit couplin::;. 

In the rare earth metals the dominant effects are 

caused by the orbital angular mo2entum of the unfilled 4f 

shell, and to a lesser extent, the spin exchange polarization 

of core and conduction electrons. In most rare earths the 

orbital s~sular Romentuu is alnost completely unquenched 

and prod~ces a field of several negagauss. rxceptions to 

this are gHdoliniuD and europiu:n, which have a half filled 

4f electron shell and the fields are smaller, Jim and 267 

kilo.sauss respectively. 

Only the component of the rotation of the nucleus 

in the plane of the detectors is observed. Since the de

tectors are in a plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic 

field in these experiments the observed rotation is per

percdicular to the external field. Therefore, the average 

relative orientation of the nuclear magnetic moments with 

respect to the external field is observed via the sign and 

size of The observed ma0netic field (i.e. R in 

equation 2) is given by H = :-~eff cos e 1·:here e represents00s 

the average angle between the nuclear ~agnetic ooments and 

the external field director. 

4. 	 Rare ~arth Ferro•i1a:o:-neU.s::1 

In the following paragraphs the properties of the 
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rare earth metals that are relevant for the experiments will 

be discussed. A brief summary of th~ crystallography and 

magnetic properties Nill be presented. first. Next a d.is

cussion of the origins and size of the magnetic field at the 

nucleus will be presented. In these exneriments the anise

tropy energy 9lays a large role. The effects of the anise

tropy energy on the rare earth metals will also be discussed. 

In general the rare earth elements are characterized 

by one to fourteen electrons in the 4f shell, while the 

valence electrons are usually the three electrons in the 5d 

and 6s orbitals. The rare earth metals usually crystallise 

into a hexagonal close-nacked structure with ratio of c axis 

to a axis in the l'B.nse l. 57 to 1. 59. ~fotable exceptions a1~e 

europium and ytterbiu:rr. w!1ich have bo~l;y centred cubic struc

ture and face centred cubic structures respectively. 

Eany of the rare earth metals are f er:ronagnetic be

low some temperature Tc and are antif errornagnetic above 

Only gaclolini um has no antiferrorrcagnetic phase with the Curie 

tempera.ture for gacloliYlium being 290°K. r.rhe rest of the 

rare earths have a deformed. scre~'i structu:r:e. The anisotropy, 

enexgy for the rare earth metals arises mainly from the 

electro~tatic interaction between the multipole moments 

possessej by the 4f electrons and the crystalline field pro

duced by the surrounding charge distributions. This aniso

tropy energy produces the transition from the antiferromag

netic phase to a simple f er:comagnet with moments in the 
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hexagonal plane. 

The form of the anisotropy energy apuronriate for 

hexagonal symmetry is given by 

A = ~ P2 (cos e ) + E PL~ (cos e ) + F P6 (c o s e ) 

where ... D n (cos9) is the Legendre polynomial of degree n and 9 

and 7 are the polar and. azmithual angles of the magnetic mo

ment J. D,E,F and G are anisotropy constants which determine 

the pref erred direction of the orierei moment with respect 

to the crystal axes. 

In the ra1'e earth metals the magnetization is thought 

to be mainly due to the L~f electrons. :Iowever, unlike the 

case of the Jd transition elements the hf .wave functions are 

localized in the vicinity of the nucleus. The 4f wavefunc

tions of neighbouring atoms have negligible overlap, thus it 

would be presumed that an indirect interaction between 4f 

electrons would be dominant and. hence the cause of magnetic 

ordering. 

It is believed that the indirect exchange interaction 

between 4f electrons via the conduction electrons is the 

Rudderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida Interaction (Eoehler 1965). 

It is long range and oscillatory in space. The interaction 

between the l~f electrons on d.iff erent rare earth ions are 

believed to interact by the double scattering of an electron 

between an occupied state in the Fermi surface into any avail

able state. The spin on one atom may be regarded as setting 
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up a spi::i polarization in the conduction electrons. Because 

the Fermi distribution restricts the i;-rave vector of the elec

trons which carry the polarization, this polarization tends 

to have an oscillatory component. The polarization cou_;iles 

to the spins of other ato::ns to produce an effective exchange 

with a lone ranee nature. 

So~e of the rare earths possess an easy and hard dir

ection for rragnetization. Eecause of the large anisotropy 

energy it is virtually i~possible to ma3netically saturate 

the sar1ple aloni::; the c axis 1<Ji th the external fields eEJ.ployed. 

• I J... ., ..l-' J- TY •dThus 1-C L1.USr,, oe aSS'J.Y'.18 i.,!1ai., _-: f.C' lS oeroendicular to c andc •e i 

that the magnetization seen will be due to the projection of 

the noments on the directions of t~1e applied field. Then 

integrating over all orientations of the basal plane and the 

possible directions of easy magnetization in the basal plane 

. ,- 3 .,, d. t.we obt-ain "'<,., t = y; 1,; easy irec ion ••,.,e a 1 ,, 

http:aSS'J.Y'.18


CHAPTEH III 

EXFERIBEi"JTAL APPA.BATUS 

In the following sections the equipment employed in 

the experiments is briefly outlined. Mentioned first are 

the cryostats and magnets along ·with the necessary magnetic 

shielding. ~ext the functional details of the data collec

tion and storage system, as well as, how the experiments are 

automatically controlled, are given. In the final section 

the angular correlation table is described. The basic ap

paratus essential to the exper:i.ment is a magnet, scintilla

tion detectors coupled to photomultiplier tubes, a system 

for pulse analysis, and a means of determining the angle be

tween 1etectors, 

1. Cryostats and Magnets 

A superconducting magnet is sus-pended. inside a pair 

of glass dewars by thin wall stainless steel tubes which gain 

rigidity from brass plates perpen1icular to their length as 

shown ·in Figure III-1. Both dewars are silvered on their 

inner vacuum jacket surfaces to minimize radiation heating. 

The outer dewar is filled with liquid nitrogen while the 

inner dewar holds about three litres of liquid helium. 

The helium part of this system was made leakproof via 

0-ring seals and hermetically sealed electrical feed-through 

connectors in order to prevent air from contaminating the 

helium, 
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Fig. III-1. Superconr:luc ting magnet dewar setup. 

The helium is returned via the return line to be 

reliquif ied.. 
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The superconducting magnet was custom made by Oxford 

Instrument Company Limited, It features a split coil arrange
oment, with two 30 wedge coil spacers, to permit clear passage 

of raiiation over a large range of angles in the horizontal 

plane. A maximum field of 16,7 kG, is produced which cor

responds to a magnet current of 19 amps. The magnet is pro

tected via two diodes in parallel with the magnet, The 

source is supported in a stainless steel tube which is mounted 

on the lower aluminum pedestal {see Figure III-1), 

The experiments pe~formed at liquid nitrogen tempera

tures were done in a silvered glass dewar in which the iron 

magnet was supported. on styrof oam. In order to reduce the 

evaporation rate of liquid nitrogen the dewar had a styrofoam 

stopper inserted. These experiments were performed on the 

angular correlation table which is described below, 

The iron magnet consists of two coils of 1000 turns 

each of 20 gauge enamelled copper wire mounted on copper 

formers. These formers are separated from each other in the 

mild steel yoke which surrounds the coils to act as a magnetic 

return path. This yoke has a 1" diameter hole cut out one 

side and a li" high slit of angular length 1500 to allow the 

gam:na rays an unobstructed path to the detectors. The pole 

tips are made of ~11 diameter mild steel tapering to 1/8" 

diameter with a variable gap distance. This magnet produces 

2.0 	kG. at 1.5 amp with a gap of 0.3 cm. 

The stray magnetic field is reduced via a 30 turn 
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bucking coil carrying a variable fraction of the magnet cur

rent. 

Both magnets were powered by a Harrison Laboratories 

621~6A power supply, The supply was operated in a manner to 

provide constant current through the magnets. In both cases 

the power supply is operated in a voltage limited constant 

current mode, For the superconducting magnet experiments a 

resistor chain is placed in series to provide an adequate 

voltage drop for stabilization during operation. 

2, Hagnet Shieldl12f3. 

Since the output from photomultipliers is very sen

sitive to stray magnetic fields it becomes necessary to em

ploy magnetic shielding for these tubes. Two different 

types of photomultiplier shields were employed. For the 

moveable detectors employed in the angular correlation mea

surements and for the experiments in the presence of a mag

netic field at liquid nitrogen temperatures the shielding 

consisted of a soft iron tube with Conetic AA inner cylinder 

as shown in Figure III-2, this allowed a smaller angular 

separation between these moveable detectors at a given 

source to detector distance than the other magnetic shield

ing. For the fixed detector in all cases and the moveable 

detectors for the superconducting magnet experiments the 

shields were constructed as shown in Figure III-J. Sheets 

of Netic and Conetic AA, high permeability steel from 

Perfection Mica Corporation, were formed into three con



Fig, III-2. Xagnetic shielding for the moveable 

detectors, 

Fig, III-J, Eagnetic shield for detectors du.ring 

supercon1uctin8 magnet experiments, 
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centric cylinders separated by aluminum spacers. A Netic 

cap was fitted over the end of the shield facing the field 

and placed in contact only with the outer (:-Jetic) cylinder 

These latter shields were found to be insufficient 

shielding for the photomultipliers from the stray magnetic 

fields due to the super conductir.g magnet and a subsequent 

shield was designed surrounding the entire cryostat system 

with a Netic inner cylinder and a Conetic Ali.., outer cylinder 

insulated from each other, which then reduced the magnetic 

field from about 100 milligauss to about 2 milligauss at 

the photocathode of the photomultiplier tubes, 

J. Data Collecting System 

The detectors employed in these experiments are 

2" x 2" ?,JaI ( 'l'l) crystals integrally mounted on RCA 6L~32A 

photomultipliers. These provide high detection efficiency 

and a linear response with gamma ray energy. Pulses from 

the photomultiplier are passed through an ortec 113 preamp

lifier and are then amplified and reshaped into bipolar pulses 

by the Ortec L~J-OA amplifier. These bipolar pulses are then 

fed into a Canberra 1Li-J6 timing single channel analyser (TSCA), 

where the timing information is derived from the crossover 

point of the bipolar pulse and the energy information is de

rived from the uulse peak height. The Canberra 1436 produces 

two pulses, a "fast" and a nslow" pulse, which al'e generated, 

when the energy restrictions established by the window width 

and baseline controls are met, after the bipolar input signal 
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crosses the zero voltage level. Both "fast" and "slow" pulses 

carry timing information and can be delayed. The "fast" 

pulses, are then fed into a coincidence network as shown in 

Figure III-l~, and the output of this coincj.dence network is 

then led to the inputs of the digiplexer. The "slow" pulses 

from the Canberra 1436's are led directly to the singles in

put of the digiplexer. As long term stability can be a 

problem in the experiments Cosmic 101, Spectrastat power 

supplies are employed as they stabilize on an energy peak 

in the spectrum and thus can compensate for any overall change 

in gain due to the photomultiplier, preamplifier and/or amp

lifier. This effectively eliminates all sources of gain in

stability prior to the TSCA's. 

The data is fed into the programmer (Figure III-5). 

The programmer via the digiplezer controls whether singles 

or coincidence counts are stored in the scalers. It can ef

f ectively interchange coincidence input 1 with 2 and coinci

dence input 3 with l~. The interchange of the inputs is ar

ranged to correspond to the reversal of the external magnetic 

field direction. The coincidence inputs are chosen so that 

the interchanged inputs are equivalent for the external field 

in opposite directions. 

For example if ~ is detected by TSCA's 1A and 

and '2_ is detected by TSCA's 1B and 2A where ~ and 

are successive gamma rays in the decay cascade, then rota

tion observed by coincidence rate 1A - 2A with field direc



Fig, III--L~. Block schematic of data collection 

system excluding progl'ammer. 
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Fig. III-5. Block schematic of programmer. The 

digiplezer in9uts are the sane as those shown in 

Fig. III-l~. 
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tion "up" is the equivalent of the coincidence rate 1B - 2.B 

with the field direction "down''• This allows an optimization 

of the number of detectors employed as well as providing a 

check on systematic errors. 

The main control (see Figure III-l~), is basically a 

timer circuit giving out pulses at times predetermined by 

the experimenter to control the counting period corresponding 

to a given field direction, length of storage time between 

readouts and how often chance coincidence rates are taxen. 

For taking chance rates a delay of 500 n,s, is electronically 

switched into the "fast" output of TSGA's 1A and 1B. The 

main control also works as a switching circuit by determining 

which peripheral control is to be employed; that is the iron 

magnet control (I.H.) control, superco~ducting magnet (S.C.I1,) 

control, or the angular correlation (A.C.) control. The 

former two controls determine the direction of the external 

magnetic field as well as the switching of the field direc

tion. The A.C. control determines the angle at which the 

moveable detectors are positioned as well as moving these 

detectors to other angles, 

4. The An~ular Correlation Table 

The table (Figure III-6 and Figure III-7) has a 

raised mounting bar for the fixed detector which enables 

either a NaI(Tl) with magnetic shielding or a Ge(Li) de

tector with adaptors to be em~loyed. There are two mount

ing bars which are moveable. One of these is connected to 



Fig. III-6. Schematic sid.e view of Angular Correlation 

table. Detector 2 is shown Bounted on the moveable arm 

and. the source is on the moveable stage and pedestal. 

Fig. III-7. Schematic top vie~·I of the Angular Corr'elation 

table. The bar connecting the two moveable arms and. the 

contact holes for the relay rod are shown. 
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a motor which automatically changes t~e detector angle, the 

other mounting bar is free moving and its position relative 

to the motor driven mounting bar can be fixed via a connect

ing bar which has separations graduated in 10° increments 

from 40° to 150°. Both of these mobile arms are designed to 

swing about the centre, The motor driven arm's position can 

be chosen arbitrarily to ·within ~o, During an angular cor

relation experiment the arm is motor driven to any one of 

the 5 holes positioned every 22~0 between 90° and 180° with 

respect to the fixed detector. The arm is stopped by a relay 

actuated rod dropping into the desired contact hole. 

The source is mounted on a thin lucite rod above a 

moveable stage. This sta~e is controlled by two micrometer 

. o L150 1 fdrives operating at 90 to each other and at r ang es rom 

the longi tud.inal axis of the fixed. detector. This facilitates 

centring of the source to within a 1 :t count rate variation 

over the angles subtended by the moveable detectors. 



CHA.?TER IV 

EX.PERD1£~~TAL 

The experiments make use of the time integral method 

of perturbed angular correlations. In the experiments des

cribed below UJ T is small so that it is convenient to use: 

R W(8,H) - W(8, -~)= ~~~~~~~~~~ 
2 W{S,E) - J(e, -H) 

as a measure of the rotation. 

The experiment consists of first measuring the direc

tional correlation for the desired cascade. This enables the 

best angle between the detectors to be chosen (usually when 
dW
de is a maximurr.). In practice the angular correlation is 

measured automatically using the equipment described in 

Chapter III. 

At the "best" angle the coincidence rates are rnea

sured with the field "up" and the field "down". Thus ob

taining R. In practice the external field direction switch

ing is done autor.atically and the coincidence counts are 

switched si5ultaneously from one scaler to another by the 

programmer described in the above chapter. 

The experiments perforned were the measureBent of 

the rotation of the 344 keV, 2+ state in l52Gd and the 

366 keV, 4+ state in l52
sm, while in the presence of a 

magnetic field. The decaying nuclei were present in alloys 

32 
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of europium with gaclolinium and holwium. 'l'he measurements 

involving the gadolinium and holmium.alloys were performed 

at 77° K and 4.2° K respectively. 

In the sections below the results from the experiments 

are listed. 'I'he nethod of sample preparation and evalution 

which include chenical treatment, optical microscope and 

elec.tron microprobe studies are also described. The results 

of the perturbed angular correlation experiments and the 

sample evaluation are discussed. 

1. 	 Spectrum and Dec~ 

The gamma spectrum of 152Eu (12.4 years) is some

what 	complex and 152Eu decays into two different daughter 

152
nuclei - sm by positron decay or electron capture and 

152
Gd by beta decay. The basic decay sch~me for the 12.4 

year half life l52
Eu is shown in Figure IV-1. The full 

152
Eu gamma spectrum obtained with a 1al(Tl) detector is 

shown in Figure IV-2 with the position of the prominent or 

important peaks labelled by their energy. In the gamma 

spectrum there is a noticeable asyr'.lmetry of the 779 keV 

peak. This asymmetry is the result of the presence of the 

154724 k e -v gaI1ma ray f rom th e d ecay of -cu w.h"ich h as a h a lf 

life of 16 years. The 724 keV ganma ray has no contribution 

in the coincidence spectrum as 1 t is not part of the T?9 

.344 keV 	cascade. 

The coincidence spectra (Figure IV-J and Figure IV

4) are obtained by taking the energy spectrum from one 

detector in coincidence with the output of an energy window 



Fig. IV-1, The decay scheme of 152 :2.u (l2 year half life), 

The intensities of the gamma rays shown are 
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Fig. IV-2. Spectrum of 
152Eu (12 years half life) 

obtained with NaI(Tl) detector. 
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on another detector's enere;y, spectrum.. The coincidence 

spectra are denoted by the sane letter used to label the 

energy window on the complete l52Eu spectrum. In both 

152
Figure IV-J and Figure IV-4 the Eu spectrum has the last 

100 channels and first 20 channels deleted resulting in a 

different appearance from the l52Eu spectrum in Figure IV-2. 

The prrnninence of the 779 keV peak and the J44 keV 

peak in the coincidence spectra A and b (Figure IV-J) 

ir.dicate that there is little interference due to other 

cascades during the angular correlation and perturbed 

angular correlation measurements. In Figure IV-4 the 

868 keV peak is weak in the coincidence spectrum C but the 

244· lrnV peak is very prominently displayed in the coinci

dence spectru~ D. Thus the only possible interference in 

this cascade can be effectively removed by the TSC1L's. 

Therefore, no interference is expected in the measurement 

of the directional and perturbed directional correlation. 

2. 	 Sources 

Alloys of europium as low concentration impurities 

(1 - 2;'b) in gadolinium, holmiur.ri, dysprosium and terbium 

were obtained fron Research Chemicals Incorporated. These 

alloys were produced in induction furnaces under several 

atmospheres pressure of argon and rapidly cooled so they 

resembled castings. The sources were then pre9ared by 

cutting a J :rrnn. by 1 mm. size sanple fron each alloy and 

then activated by neutron capture in the hcLaster reactor. 

http:holmiur.ri


Fig. IV-J. Coincidence spectra l5 2Gd side. The 

windovm A and B are marked on the l 52 Eu spec trun. 

The spectra labelled A x 10 and B x 10 are the 

spectra in coincidence with the windows labelled 

A and B respectively with the counts per channel 

multiplied by 10. 
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I . 4 c . . l t 1s2,, . d 1F ig. V- • 01nc ic ence spec ·ra 0m s 1 e. The 

windoKs C and D are indicated on a 152Eu s:_)ectrum. 

The spectra labelled C x 10 and D x 20 are the spectra 

coincidence with wlndows C and D respectively multiplied 

by 10 and 20 respectively. 
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The sources were allowed to decay for a month or more so that 

only the 12.4 year half life 152Eu wa~ prominent in the gamma 

spectrum. 

Eeasurement of the directional correlation of both 

the 868 - 244 keV l52srn cascade and the 779 - J44 keV l5ZGd 

cascade were made using the windows indicated in Figure IV-J 

and Fieure IV-4. This directional correlation was perforoed 

using the automated angular correlation table, employing the 

two uoveable detectors mounted at 90° to each other and the 

1 o o
coincidence rates were measured every 22~ from 90 to 180° 

with respect to the fixed detector. 

The coincidence rates were corrected for variations 

in singles rates (i.e. changes in source to detector distances) 

for variations in the chance rate and for decay. This data 

was then least squares fitted to give the coefficients b n 

in the expansion 

W(S) = b + b cos26 + b4 cos40
0 2 

normalizing to b = 1. 
0 

For the 

152sn 868 - 244 keV cascade 


W(6) = 1.000 - (0.2096 
+ 
- .0043) cos28 


+ (0.0317 + - .0046) cos48 

For the 

l52Gd 779 - JL~4 keV cascade 
+

W(e) ~ 1.000 - (0.0458 - .OOJ1) cos28 

+ (6.0057 ! .OOJJ) cos4e 
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The quoted errors are orobable errors from the least squares- . 
fit. The angular distributions obtained are given in Figure 

IV-5 and Figure IV-6. 

The theoretical values for b
2 

and b
4 

are calculated 

using the equations 

3 
4 A22 

r + 5, A44'
lo 

= Ib2 1 . 
I 

r + Q1 + 4 .t\.22 64 A44 

35and r 
-A44

64 
b4 = 1 

r+ 9 ,•1 + -
4 

A22 ' 64 .H.4J.p 

' ' Where A22 and A are the theoretical coefficients of the44 
Legendre polynoraials of the directional distribution corrected 

for solid angle via factors Q2 and Q4 (Yates). 

}\.22 I = Q2 }~22 

where 

and 

A44 = A4(1) A4 (2) 

Ak(l) and Ak(2) depend only on the spins and multipolarities 

of the first and second transition of the cascade respectively. 

If the first transition proceeds from 1 to I with a mixture1 

of multipolarities L1 and L1 
1 = L1 + 1 (mixing ratio J1) 

we get for A1{ ( 1) 



Fig, IV-5. An~ular correlation function for 
152

2u 

using the windows A and B of Fig. IV-J. 
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Fig. IV-6. Angular correlation function for 152:::u 

using the wind.o~>Js C and D of Fie;. IV-L~. 
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and similarly for the second transition I ~ r and L mixed
2 2 

' with = L + 1 (mixing ratio <f ) for A1~ (2)L 2 2 2 

The Fk's are tabulated functions (Ferentz and aosenweig). 

For the 
152 sm 869 - 241+ 1- ( cascade using the 

sequence J+(l,2) 4+(2) 2+ where ~= 6 (Zganjar et al 1968), 

one obtains 

b2 = -0.162 

b4 = 0.0258 

b2 theoretical is noticeably smaller than b experimental
2 

=-0.2096 
+ 
- 0.004J. This discrepancy could be removed if & 

was slightly sr:1aller as the values are veri sensitive toA 22 


J(for t5=5,b2 =.J5). 


. 152
For the 779 - J44 r - f' cascade in Gd using the 

sequence J-(1) 2+(2) 0+ the theoretical value of A is22 

-0.071 (Nasir et al, 1967) ·which gives b = 0.0486 which
2 

agrees wj_thin statistics with the experinental value 

b 2 
+ = 0.0458 - O.OOJl. The observed value for b would be

2 

expected to be slightly lower than the theoretical one due 

to scatterinB from the magnetic shielding increasing the 

effective solid angle. There is disagreement between b
4 

theoretical = 0 and b
4 

exp = 0.0057 ! 0.0033, but this 
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variation is acceptable being within two statistical 

deviations. 

L~. Leasurement of the Rotations 

The rotation of the J66 keV level of 152sm alloyed 

into Gd was measured once at liquid nitrogen temperatures 

using the iron magnet and tl:e liquid nitrogen dewar. 

2Similarly the rotation of the l5 Gd J44 keV level was 

measured twice usinc; the same setup. 'l1he sanple was tested 

for r1ag11etic saturation 'J.Sing standard techniques in which 

a signal is produced 1·rhose aT'.lpli tude is proportional to the 

magnetization. The signal amplitude curve is shown in 

Figure IV-7 was obtained. The magnet was operated at 1. 25 

amps well beyor:d the knee of the saturation curve. These 

runs produced the following results: 

Isotope 
R 
2 

w'C in radians 

152,,0m < 1.J x 10-4 <2.4 x 10 
_}.} 

152Gd 2.21 + o.46 x 10-J 2.39 + 0.51 x 10- 2 

· Subsequently an experiment was performed on 15 2Eu, 

in the europium - holmium alloy, at 4.2° I~. Since the 

sanple enployed was extremely small no mat;netic saturation 

tests were performed. The magnet was operated at 15 anps 

corresponding to a field of 13.2 kilogauss which was 

assumed to be sufficient for magnetic saturation of holmium. 

The detectors were positioned 10 cm. from the source at 

135° with respect to the "fixed" detector. I'he following 



Fig. IV-7. Magnetic saturation curve for europium 

gadolinium alloy. 
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results ·were obtained 

Isotope 
R w't in radians 
2 

152,., 10-J 10-Jum ~ 1.6 x < 3. 6 x 
-4 -2152Gd 	 +9.46 :!: 4.52 x 10 1. OJ 0.54 x 10 

An 	 experiment to determine the g-factor of the 2+ 

2
level in l5 Gd had been performed previously using both the 

779 - 344 keV cascade and the 1298 - 344 keV cascade for 

2
l5 Gd in Gd by Zamora et al (1969). Zamora obtained a value 

for 2 w1: of O. 074 ± 0. 0067 for the 779 - J44 keV cascade 

with the source maintained at 85° K and Reff = -320 ± 15 kOe. 

Thus there is a noticeable discrepancy in the value of w1:" 
1 2

obtained by Zamora and the results obtained for 5 Gd in 

Gd in the results recorded above. 

5. Etching of SaTirnles 

As a result of the discrepancy between the rotation 

obtained by Zamora et al, for the J44 level of Gd in Gd and 

the experimental results recorded above it was decided to 

reinvestigate the homogeneity of the alloys. Prior to the 

experiments being performed the samples had been scanned 

with the electron microprobe and appeared homogeneous. 

The initial polishing of the alloys was done in 

water using successively finer grain emery paper in four 

steps frorr.. 220 to 600. Each polishing took about five 

minutes. None of the alloys showed signs of corrosion 

under the 800 power microscope after polishing on the 

emery paper and a methanol wash. 
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The samples were then polished for three minutes on 

25 micron alur:J.ina powder polishing boards with a kerosive 

medium. The samples were then washed with methanol. 

The samples were then polished on loN speed wheels 

with a microcloth impregnated with a 6 micron diamond paste 

using a l{erosene media. After another methanol wash the 

sample was polished with a 1 micron dianond paste again 

using a kerosene media. Each of these polishing steps took 

five to ten minutes. The sample was washed after this final 

polishing with nethanol and air dried. As there ·were no 

scratches ocservable this polishing appeared sufficient for 

observation purposes. However, sor:1e people rna};:e use of 

finer abrasives such as O.J micron alumina or 0.25 micron 

diamond. 

i3efore etching began on any sample microscopic" 

examination was performed at 800 power to examine the 

effects of polishing. 

The samples were etched by a 10/b ni tal solution 

(i.e. 10% solutions of nitric acid in ethyl alcohol), for 

a period of about ten minutes after which the surface was 

flooded with nethanol to remove any remaining nital and 

quench the etch. Kital appeared satisfactory for these 

investi2,'ations although some prefer to raalrn use of a non 

aqueous phosphoric acid etchant for rare earth alloy 

systeBs (Spedding and Daane, 1961). 

The initial europium (1%) in gadolinium alloy was 
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observed under an 800 power ~icroscope to have a grain size 

of about 3 microns by 10 microns. Th~re were small areas 

(inclusions) less than o.8 microns in size present throughout 

the sample as shown in Figure IV-7. The grains all possess 

a rectangular shape and the lon3 axis of the rectangles is 

roughly parallel to the long axes of the neighbouring grains. 

If this tendency of grain shape towards alignment is indic

ative of the crystal axes then the samples would not consist 

of randomly oriented grains. 

Part of the europium (1%) in gadolinium alloy was 

annealled at 1050° C for 48 hours in a vacuu~. After etch

ing it showed a grain size of approxi~ately 2 nm. and the 

inclusions had grown to about 10 microns in size. 

Both of these samples were re-examined using the 

electron microprobe and the results are shown in Figure lV-9 

and Figure IV-10. Easically the electron microprobe focuses 

an electron beam, approximately 1 micron in diameter onto 

the sample under investigation, thereby producing the X-ray 

spectra characteristic of the elements corstituting the 

sample. Via crystal diffraction techniques the X-rays 

corresponding to an arbi tre.ry wavelength are allowed to 

impin[Se upor the i\aI (Tl) detector, which produces a signal 

whose aEJ.plitud~ ls proportional to the number of X-rays 

striking it. The diffracting crystal can be oriented so 

that the ~ X-rays of only the desired elenent reach the 

detectors. In this manner the varlatio~ of concentration 



Fig. IV-8. Typical etched alloy sample. 
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of an element over a region can be observed. In the actual 

apparatus there are two sets of detectors and crystals en

abling the X-rays of two different elements to be observed 

simultaneously. 

The beam of electrons from the microprobe was moved 

across the saraple until it was aimed on the inclusion and 

then was moved off the inclusion and across the saCTple to 

where there were no visible inclusions. The amplitudes of 

the si.snals were simultaneously recorded using a chart 

recorder. Figures IV-9 and Figure IV-10 represent the 

smoothed signal output. In Figure IV-9 the signal for 

europium grew to about 10 times the strength for the back

ground when it was placed on the inclusion while the signal 

for gadolinium decreased by about lOfa. Since the electron 

probe spot is about twice as large as the inclusion and 

there are problems in aiming the probe accurately, all that 

can be determined is that the inclusion is an area of very 

high eµropiu~ concentration. 

The electron microprobe results for the annealled 

sample showed that the inclusions in it were virtually all 

europiu~ with little or no gadolinium present. 

Upon etching, the remainder of the europium - rare 

earth alloys: holillium, dysprosium, and terbiuo; appeared 

similar to the unannealled sample of europium in eadolinium. 

The only variations amongst the samples were in the size of 

the grains and the size of the larger inclusions present, 



Fig. IV-9. Electron probe results for a sample 

of the europium - gadolinium alloy. 

Fig. IV-10. Electron probe results for the annealled. 

samule of the europium - gadolinium alloy. 
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but both grain and inclusion size variations were within a 

factor 	of two. 

6. 	 Discussion 

An ex.:_)erimental value of g = + 0.32 :!: 0.06 was 

obtained by ~:.a~ora et al ( 1969) for the 344 keV level in 

152
Gd which agrees within experiillental error with the 

calculations of Greiner (g = 0.36) and the quasi particle 

model estimates (g = 0.299) Earanger et al (1968). Thus 

Zamora's value of 0 = 0.32 will be assumed for the calcular~· 

u 	 152Gdti on of actir.g on in Gd and in Ho. Our experi""eff 

mental results for Gd in Gd give 2eff = - 204 :!: 40 kGe. 

based on 1: = 7.6 ± 1.3 x 10-
11

sec. where the only error 

is assumed to be statistical. 

This compares rather unfavourably with the expected value 

T""i' TT( 	 1'i u ( c·· o,~ )H 77E ) = L r~dem - next.1.·1s -· 

+ 
= - 325 - 20 kOe 

where I~ and E are the magnetizations of gadolinium at s 

77 ° TJ.··~ an"d o 1Z ~· 1_ 
0 

. respecvive y. Eden is the demagnetizing 

field and 3ext is the external magnetic field. 

The discrepancy can be expls.ined if not all of the 

152Gd nuclei contribute to the observed rotation. Since 

europium is s.ntiferroraagnetic below 91° K and the inclusions 

appear to be co1:i.pletely europium, the assumption that Eeff 

= 0 for the nuclei in the inclusions is justified. Thus 

it would appear that 62 :!: 12~ of the europium atoms are in 

proper gadolinium lattice sites and the remainder are in 
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the inclu::;ions. 

In the holmium alloy the field on the 152Gd nuclei 

was measured to be Eeff = - 89 ± 45 EG. 'rl1e exact IJ.eaninc; 

of this measurement is not obvious as the effective field 

on gadolinium in holmium is not known and the relative 

amount of europiun in lRttice sites is not lcrwwn directly. 

Assumlng the field is the sarJ.e as for Gd in Gd the amount 

of europium in holmium lattice sites is (27 ± 13)/S of the 

europium present. Since all the inclusions are less than 

a micron in size a visual estimate of the amount of europium 

in the inclusions becomes quite difficult. Added to this, 

the amount of ei1ropi um j_n_ the sample is knovm only to a 

factor of two and the concentration rnay var;)-' frorr; one region 

of the saTJple to another. 

In the case of 1520m in gadoliniun at 77° K a 

magnetic field H L>f~ 2.0 z:G acts on the samarium. nuclei.e1 

The value is arrived at by using the value 

,.,... + -11 
~ = 1.13 - .23 x 10 sec. 

for the 366 keV level and using g Z 0.3 which is a conserva

tive value. So effectively one could consider Heff = 0 on 

the samariun nucleus which might be expected as samarium is 

antiferromagnetic in this temperature region. For the 152sm 

in the hol~ium alloy is less than 21 kOe. Again Heff 

on a samarium nucleus is close to zero as might be expected. 

The cause of the inclusions is puzzling. It is 

known that differe1~ces in atornic size as well as differences 
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in electronegativity affect ~he allo~ing of two elements. 

The Darken - Gurne;y plots (Gschneider) Figure IV-11 and 

Figure IV-12, illustrate these two criterion simultaneously 

by means of ellipses. The major axis represents a given 

electronegativity difference and the minor axis represents 

a set per cent size difference and the ellipse is centred 

on the host element in the alloy. The small ellipse has 

axes of ± 0.2 electronegativity units and a ! 8 per cent 

size difference in atomic radii. Elenents within the ellipse 

are expected to form homogeneous alloys with the host element. 

+The larger ellipse has a - 15 per cent atomic radii size 

difference and a ± 0.4 difference in electronegativity units 

and there is a limited solubility of elements in the region 

between the larser and smaller ellipses. Elements outside 

the larger ellipse have very limited or non-existant solu

bility with the element the ellipse is centred on. As can 

be seen in Figure IV-11, europium is near the boundary of 

the larger ellipse. This might be the source of the inclu

sions - a very limited solubility. How·ever, a Lu ( J-f;} in 

Gd alloy was produced b;/ the se.:ne method as the other alloys 

and upon etching it also showed the presence of inclusions 

and as ca~'1 be seen from Figure IV-11, Lu is well within the 

small ellipse for Gd on the Darken - Gurney plot. 

Thus the problen of inclusions might be a result of 

the method of production of the alloys rather than any 

alloying criterion. 
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The results of Zamora et al, for 152sm at 130° K 

produced an internal field in agreement with earlier work 

by Kurnick et al. Also, the value of the g-factor for the 

J44 keV level in l52
Gd agrees with theory. Both of these 

tests on Heff indicate that it is possible for europium 

to be alloyed into gadolinium and for substantially all 

the europium to be at the gadoliniu1'1 lattice sites. 



CHAPI'BR V 

CONCLUSIOl\~S 

The importance of proper metallurgical analysis for 

determining sample ho:Qogenei ty is demonstrated as the initial 

electron probe results showed the sample to be ho~ogeneous. 

The later analysis, after etching, confirmed the doubts 

raised by the perturbed an5ular correlation results as to 

the sample being a true alloy since inclusions were present. 

Also, the etched sariples indicated that the crystallites 

were not randomly oriented although the grain size meant 

4 6
there would be aLout 10 to 10 grains in a typical source 

san:ple. This non-random orientation can be critical with 

the rare earth metals due to the presence of the hard 

direction of ma.gnetization present in rn.ost ele1;ients which 

becm1e ferromagnetic. Eence ·where a single crystal cannot 

be obtained it would be better to transform the alloy 

sample from a rod into a fine powder or shavings, so that 

the source possesses the desired random orientation of the 

crystallites. The problern of the non-ranclo:ri crystal 

orientation in the holnium alloy might be contributing to 

t ne' 1 m<Jering of _Leff as ' lr_niur:i· ' a h ar C axis· f· ·v no nas d or 

magnetization. 

In ce.ses where the g-factor of a nuclear level is 

knovm and the hyperfine ma,e.;netic field is also known for 
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the alloy under investigation, the technique of perturbed 

angul8.r correlatio11s can be enployed as a check of the per

centage of the i:m.purity which is in solid solution with the 

host material. This can be valuable as the inclusions can 

be present but not readily visible by metallurgical tech

niques as was the case for the europilE::J (1,:b) in gadolinium 

alloy. Also, the nethod can provide a quantitative analysis 

of the snount of inpuri ty not in solution. Ag.ain, referring 

to the europiun - [:aclolini1m alloy the results indicated 

+ .~t hat 4·O - 10ib of the euro:9ium was in the inclusions. 

The results, both :netallurgical as well as nuclear 

investigations indicate that there is a great difficulty in 

alloyiYJ.g snall ( 1 - 2~~) amounts of an impurity rare earth 

into a rare earth host material. Since the sources - all 

five (Lu - Gd, Eu - Gd, Eu - Ho, Eu - Tb, and :i!::u - Dy) 

were corouercially obtained frou the sa~e firm and showed 

the sa11e proble1:cis -..·ri th inclusions, the fault probably lies 

in the method of production euployed. 

Since Heff s.cting on a samariun nucleus, where no 

averaging over orientations occurs, is approximately J,000 

·kilogauss fron specific he8.t data an estir:w.te of the nueber 

of alig11ed sa::nariurn. nuclei can be made. In the case of the 

gadolir..iu"·l host less than 0.051:& of the SE>.mariun i1uclei were 

aligned alon~ the external ~a~~etic field direction. 
~ ~ 

Sir:lilarl;r ie the case of the .hob1iur.: less than 0.1;~ of the 

samariuD nuclei were aligr:ied with respect to the external 

field. 

http:estir:w.te
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